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s we welcome 2018, let us take a moment
to take a retrospective look on the past year.
The Ambience Group had a very successful
year adorned with the wonderful Ambience
Fashion Week, a giveaway of Audi A3 on the
completion of 10 successful years of operations
of Ambience Mall, Gurugram, and the year-long
festivities adorning the mall facade.
At Ambience, customers are our top most priority.
The entire team works to bring a “A HAPPY
SMILE” on every patron who visit us. Endeavours
are made to bring in the latest trends in the world
of fashion, beauty, entertainment and F&B. This
New Year at Ambience Mall, Vasant Kunj, we
present an entire new floor dedicated to fashion
and beauty, and at Ambience Mall, Gurugram, we
have added 10 new F&B outlets for our patrons.
Our latest issue is a reflection of the grandeur
awaiting at Ambience Malls. As we step in to the
New Year, it will be our continuous endeavour to
raise our parameters with unlimited shopping,
dining and events to celebrate the spirit of the
season. This issue of the Ambience Magazine is
true copy of the latest trends prevailing in the
industry, giving you an insight into the latest
offerings by brands.
We hope that we keep growing in the same
direction with your continued support, patronage
and suggestions. Season’s greetings and best
wishes for the New Year.

Raj Singh Gehlot
CMD, AMBIENCE GROUP
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A steamin’ cuppa with...

Richa
Chadha
Scaling new heights

We’ve loved her in Fukrey and now in Fukrey Returns.
We’ve loved her in Masaan. Richa is one of those talents
from the new generation of actors, who manages to leave
us mesmerised with every performance
By Jaideep Pandey

R
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iding high on the success of her latest
Fukrey Returns, Richa Chadha has come a
long way since her entry in Bollywood. She
entered the Bollywood arena in 2008 with
Oye Lucky! Lucky Oye! and has to her credit several
acclaimed performances including Masaan. Other
than her feats in acting, this Bollywood sensation is
also known for her enviable physique and top notch
fitness regime.

Richa Chadha is quick to dismiss this notion. She
calls it a stereotype. “I mostly eat home-cooked food
and that’s what I enjoy. Given the fact that we travel
a lot but I prefer home-cooked food over everything
else,” adds Richa.

While being a Punjabi is often considered
synonymous with a lavish lifestyle and food habits,

Besides, Chadha is also a vegan, “I find the vegan
lifestyle very light on the bone and digestive system

Richa believes that moderation is paramount, “you
shouldn’t overdo anything. Take care of your body
because that’s literally the way to live long and healthy.”

A steamin’ cuppa with...

Fun s
fact
Before debuting in
Bollywood, Richa was an
active theatre artist. She has
even performed on stage
in Pakistan.

Punjabi girl Richa is a
trained Bharatnatyam
dancer. Despite being born
and brought up in Delhi, she
is fluent in Tamil language.
She can both write and
speak in Tamil.

While shooting for any of
her films, Richa makes sure
to wear a perfume that
goes with the character of
her film.
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and that’s what I advocate to everyone. I
have been a vegetarian since I was a kid and
a vegan now.”
She also holds strong views on animal cruelty
and follows a vegan diet. “I do think that
eating meat of any kind is cruelty towards
animals. I believe in this fact and have been
a vegetarian since childhood. Now, with
my latest lifestyle, I try to be as natural and
organic as I can.”
Richa makes sure that she exercises almost
everyday or at least five times a week without
fail. While irregular sleeping and incomplete
nutrition make it difficult to keep up with the
fitness regimen during a shoot, Richa still
manages to work out. She enjoys doing yoga,
swimming and weight training. She does not
believe in binging and follows her diet and
regime with proper care. Moreover, the onscreen Bholi Punjaban (her character’s name
in Fukrey Returns) takes professional help for

her regime and picks up newer techniques.
To someone who wants to be lean, she’d
recommend a vegetarian diet. “Eat mostly
plants, vegetables and exercise regularly
for a fit body. And, ‘To eat what grows on a
plant and not what’s made on a plant’, it’s
my key advice to everyone.” The B-town
diva believes that one should try to become
a better version of themselves. “Carrying
yourself well and grooming is part of the job
and an important aspect”, she says.
Richa was part of 2017’s one of the most
expensive web series The Inside Edge,
where she played the owner of a cricket team
alongside Bollywood actor Vivek Oberoi.
“Vivek is a senior, respected and a good actor.
I loved working with him. He is generous,
chivalrous and would love to work with him
again whenever possible.”
Richa, also worked with Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan in the 2016 release Sarbjit. Talking

like to shop in Los Angeles because it
is the heart of Hollywood. I enjoy being
there for vacations,” she shares.

The
Bollywood
diva has
now donned
the hat of a
producer

In the latest avatar, Richa has donned the
hat of a producer with her latest short film
Khoon Aali Chithi. Speaking about donning
the role of a producer while acting, she
says, “It is quite challenging and different
compared to acting because you just have
to do your job with someone taking care of
the whole crew. However, as a producer, you
have to make sure that everyone is doing
their job right. To work under a stipulated
budget, a deadline and ensuring that
everything is in place is a task in itself.”
However, she has no plans of producing
Bollywood films anytime soon!

about other actors with whom Richa has
worked with, Richa says, “It was an amazing
experience working with Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan in Sarbjit. She is really graceful and
dignified as a star. She is completely down to
earth and also helped me as a mentor during
the filming of the movie.”
In her career spanning of almost nine years,
Richa has achieved many milestones while
growing as an actor. “My journey has been full of
ups and down and I have learnt several nuances
of this profession. Being an actor, the challenge
for me is to portray a realistic character in the
best possible manner,” she adds.
The artiste, who has also been on the jury
of the 2015 Marrakech International Film
Festival defines success as ‘finding happiness
within oneself’.
Richa also loves to shop and her favourite
shopping destination is Los Angeles. “I
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style
new rage
wise

Raven Large
Totes,
Michael Kors
The effortless Raven shoulder bags
by Michael Kors is one that you will
want to carry everywhere. Finished
with generous shoulder straps,
these elegant bags top our list for
being both practical and polished.
Price on request

Galaxy Note
8 Samsung
The mega-sized smartphone
flaunts a massive 6.3 inch
end-to-end display and comes
equipped with a stylish S Pen.
If you want top-of-the-line
specs, advanced cameras,
a stunning display and
streamlined multitasking on a
phone, then this is the device
for you!
Price: `67,900

Jaipur Collection
CaratLane
Behold the iconic beauty of Jaipur’s architectural
wonders like Rambagh and Hawa Mahal with
their uniquely hand-carved Jaipur collection by
CaratLane. The designs are meticulously crafted
to suit the everyday wearability of women
while retaining its royal touch!
Price: `11,500 onwards

Gift
your

Love
wireless headphone,
skullcandy
With a battery life that will last for about 22 hours
and excellent bluetooth connectivity, Hesh 3’s
powerful high-end audio drivers and foldable
design make this headphone from Skullcandy a
perfect over-ear headphone for every occasion.
Price: `11,999
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ME3060 Curiosity
Women’s Watch
Fossil
Keep up with time by
sporting this analog watch
with a rose gold dial from
the house of Fossil. The
feminine touch of crystalembellished dial makes
it every bit exciting. It is
more than just a watch, it is
a statement!
Price: `19,995

Kitchen

accents

Add a splash of colour to your kitchen with these
quirky kitchen accessories!
Dutch ovens,
Le Creuset

Mason Jar With Lid And
Straw, Home Centre

This iconic Le Creuset Dutch oven is an
indispensable part of the kitchens for home
cooks and professional chefs alike. This
classic enamelled cast-iron oven provides
superior heat distribution and retention.

Bring back the classic style of
sipping your favourite drinks and
add a touch of fun to it with these
brightly coloured jar and straw set.
Price: `1,195

Fluted Flan Dish,
Le Creuset
The stoneware construction of this tart dish
is perfectly suited for baking pies, quiches,
casseroles and more. It performs equally
well in oven and microwave as well as
under grill. Price: `3,500

Ceramic Bowl With
Stand, Home centre
Constructed from ceramic and featuring
a pristine glossy finish, this slender
and sleek bowl makes for a fine dining
addition. The added bonus is the holder
which spells magnifique in every inch.
Price: `1,299

Tea for two
home teapot,
Le Creuset
Make tea a real treat with these
gorgeous teapot that features
a large, easy-grip handle which
remains cold to the touch, making
lifting and pouring effortless.
Price: `889

Sweetshop Round
Bowl, Home centre

stoneware teapot,
Le Creuset

Composed of porcelain, this peppy
ramekin bowl is a must have for all the
baking enthusiasts who want to make
their meals more delightful and colourful.
Price: `99

The graceful, classic styling
of this teapot makes it an
undisputed part of every kitchen.
The stainless steel infuser draws
out the subtle flavours of your
loose tea. Price: `3,500
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new rage

Lladro
`1,92,000

Lladro
`2,29,000

A touch of

opulence

Give your house a sumptuous
makeover with these chic and
stylish upgrades!

Lladro
`4,26,000

Lladro
`63,000
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Home Centre
Price on request

Fabindia
`16,890
Home Centre
`299

Lladro
`1,60,000
Fabindia
`13,500
Home Centre
` 1,199

Home Centre
`3,800
Fabindia
`5,900

Home Centre
`999

Fabindia
`4,600

Fabindia
`37,500
Home Centre
`999
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new rage

Mehul Ved
Mehul is a student, a blogger
and a binge-shopper who feeds
on trendy and colourful outfits.
She believes that you don’t
need an occasion to look sexy
and dress up.
Look Decoded: Sweater: Only
Instagram: @mehul_ashley

#Who
t
a
h
W
e
r
Wo
Akanksha
Redhu
An elegant fashion and
lifestyle blogger, Akanksha
Redhu has worked with
many lucrative brands and
has built an impressive
followers list in just a few
years. Her individuality and
unique sense of style has
set her apart from others.
Look Decoded:
Fur Coat: H&M
Instagram: @
akanksharedhu
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Niharika Agarwal
Niharika, a lawyer by profession, is the
co-owner and a digital influencer of the
blog - TheKNclan along with her sister
Kanika. While travelling, exploring places and
learning fashion, they together share their
passion for fashion, beauty and lifestyle with
all their followers every day.
Look Decoded:
Trench Coat: Calvin Klein
Instagram: @theknclan

Avantika Mohan
In her own unassuming manner,
Avantika says that there are only
two things she is good at: travel and
clothes. Her day job in aviation and
passion for all things stylish takes
care of both!
Look Decoded:
Tweed jacket: Zara
Instagram: @avantii2

wrapping
re
a
s
ta
is
n
io
h
in, fas
As winter sets of cosy layers of glamour.
rs
up warm in lotsof the Indian fashion blogge
Here are some for inspiration!
you can follow
Unnati Malik
A Delhi-based fashion and
lifestyle blogger, Unnati
believes that dressing up
isn’t right enough until
you add in some zing to
your outfit.
Look Decoded:
Jacket: Forever 21
Instagram: @unnatimalik

Shalini Chopra
A fashion and luxury lifestyle blogger,
Shalini Chopra is known for her bold sense
of style. One of her noted achievements as
a fashion influencer has been that she was
featured in The New York Times.
Look Decoded:
Cap: Forever 21, Ankle Boots: Steve Madden
Instagram: @stylish_by_nature

Shriya Khanna
When it comes to attire, this
Chandigarh-born believes in ‘love at
first sight’. She spends a good part of
her day wondering how to combine
her two loves, fashion and food.
Look Decoded: Jacket: Calvin Klein
Instagram: @shriyaakhanna
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Cover Focus

ALL ABOUT SASS
Dress ZARA `3,990
Blazer COVER STORY `3,990
Choker ACCESSORIZE `3,145
Boots ZARA `2,890

E xclusive

Electric &

eclectic

Lopamudra
Raut
Whether you’ll be posting selfies on Instagram
or seeing your sweetheart this Valentine’s Day,
our exclusive cover shoot with Lopamudra
Raut is sure to give you a new checklist!
Photographs by Anmol Garg; Styling by Styledarzi by Nidhi Sharma;
Makeup by Pratiba Biswas; Hair by Vijay Thakur; Location Ambience Catriona
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Cover Focus
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RACER CHIC
Top COVER STORY Price on request
Flip-ons COVER STORY `2,290
Hoops ACCESSORIZE `1,145
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Cover Focus

POWER TO THE
DAMSEL
Trench MARKS & SPENCER `9,999
Bustier LA SENZA Price on request
Boots ALDO `11,999

CHEERS TO LIFE!
Dress FOREVER NEW `8,000
Choker COURTESY STYLIST
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Cover Focus

SOAKIN’ THE
GLAMOUR
Bustier FOREVER NEW `2,800
Skirt ZARA Price on request
Footwear ALDO `7,999
Jacket (On Cart) COVER STORY `3,490
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Cover Focus

ON TOP OF
THE WORLD
Dress ZARA `4,990
Earrings ACCESSORIZE `2,195
Footwear ALDO `7,999
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DRESSED TO KILL
Bodysuit LA SENZA Price on request
Skirt COVER STORY `3,990
Earrings ALDO `3,950
Footwear ALDO Price on request

style wise

Style
edit

A change in season demands a change in
wardrobe. We bring to you the latest collections
from Cover Story, Da Milano & Armani Jeans

glam it up,
cover story
Cover Story's latest collection, Glamorama is
everything that you would want to slay in style
this season! Sequin, shimmer and velvet, this
collection brings back the trend of everything
shimmery and classic. Get your hands on this
latest collection now available at the stores.
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accessorise it well,
da milano
The latest collection of Da Milano is
a punch of colours and everything
sassy! From cute little clutches to
high-end big bags, the brand brings
to you handbags that redefine style
and class quotient!

casual class,
armani jeans
A trend that can never go out of
style is denims and Armani Jeans
is just the perfect solution to
all your denim needs. Get your
hands on their latest collection
available at stores now!
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style wise

Matrix

Fringe factor
Zara
`1,490
Accessorize
`1,200

Tommy
Hilfiger
Price on
request

Charles & Keith
Price on request
Mango
`10,990
Zara
`2,790
Michael Kors
Price on request

Tommy Hilfiger
Price on request
Michael Kors
Price on request

Zara
`1,490
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Charles & Keith
Price on request

Wild fur
Zara
`1,490

Mad for plaid
Zara
`1,490

Accessorize
`2,950

Zara
`8,990
H&M
`7,999

Da Milano
Price on request

Accessorize
`1,800

Charles & Keith
Price on request

Mango
`2,490

Charles & Keith
Price on request

Charles & Keith
Price on request
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style wise

Turquoise treat

Denim on denim

Accessorize
`1,450

Frency & Mercury,
GEM Opticians
Price on request

Accessorize
`1,800

Accessorize
`2,650

Promod
`1,999

Tommy Hilfiger
Price on request

Mango
`2,390
Charles & Keith
Price on request

Accessorize
`2,950

H&M
`2,699

Accessorize
`1,200

Mango
`2,390

Charles &
Keith
Price on request

Zara
`2,990
Charles & Keith
Price on request
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Sterling silver

Folklore
Mango
`1,390

Accessorize
`1,800

Frency & Mercury,
GEM Opticians
Price on request

Accessorize
`750

Promod
Price on request

Zara
`1,890

Shaze
Price on request

Zara
`2,790

Charles & Keith
Price on request

Swarovski
Price on request

Mango
`5,990

Tommy Hilfiger
Price on request

Mango
`4,590

Charles & Keith
Price on request

Zara
`1,990
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style wise

Red hot

Dandy denims
Marks & Spencer
Price on request

Marks & Spencer
Price on request

Tommy Hilfiger
Price on request

Fossil
`16,795
Jack & Jones
`2,999

Fossil
`9,995

Tommy Hilfiger
Price on request

Zara
`2,990

H&M
`1,299

Tommy Hilfiger
Price on request

Zara
`2,690
Jack & Jones
`6,999

Tommy Hilfiger
Price on request
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Fur files
Tommy Hilfiger
Price on request

Sequin king
Superdry
Price on request
Superdry
Price on request

Zara
6,490

Zara
`5,990

H&M
`2,690

Fossil
Price on
request
H&M
`2,299

Fossil
Price on
request

H&M
`5,999
H&M
`1,990

Zara
`6,990

Tommy Hilfiger
Price on request
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style wise

3
4
Lil'
rockstar
Making winter stylish, unique and
fun for your tiny tots!

2
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1

5

6
7
8
1. Campaign, Tommy Hilfiger
2. Campaign, Zara
3. Campaign, Zara
4. Campaign, Zara
5. Campaign, Zara
6. Campaign, Tommy Hilfiger
7. Campaign, Tommy Hilfiger
8. Campaign, Zara
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style wise

Michael Kors
Price on request

Charles &Keith
`7,999

Zara
`1,890

Lust
list
The bag & shoe edit
From the metallics to the velvet, we lay
down all the latest winter accessory
trends for the season!

Tresmode
Price on request

Mango
`3,490

MetalLics

Of all the current trends
that have the ability to
instantly turn an outfit
from drab to fab, metallics
might be the best. While a
skirt or jacket in a metallic
sheen can sometimes
make a powerful
statement, more often
than not it comes across
as over the top. Instead,
we think a splash of silver
in a clutch, shoe, or belt is
the most impactful way
to use the trend to your
advantage.
Zara
`2,290

Mango
`5,490
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Embellished

The Fall runways are awash in
embellished accessories. Whether
you’re looking to dress up casual, or add
high octane glamour to your favourite
black dress, a pair of embellished shoes
or a bag is just the ticket.

Michael Kors
Price on request

Zara
`3,990

Charles & Keith
`7,999

Mango
`3,990

Zara
`2,890

Velvet
Mango
`5,590

Velvet feels and looks luxurious on all
types of accessories. Get ready to see
this smooth material on everything
from boots and booties to embellished
pumps and minimalist sandals and
bags this season!

Charles & Keith
`7,999

Charles & Keith
`7,999

Jacquard

The more patches and
patterns on your accessories
the better they are! They add
a fun and colourful touch to
your outfit.

Zara
`3,990

Mango
`4,590
Michael Kors
Price on request
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Accessorize
`3,650
Accessorize
`1,800
Accessorize
`1,800

Swarovski
`10,990
Campaign:
Cover Story

Glamour
glitz
Campaign:
Cover Story

Spruce up your look this season with
eye-catching and appealing accessories
available at Ambience Malls!
Shaze
Price on request

Accessorize
`1,800

Swarovski
`7,090

Swarovski
`5,490

Swarovski
`5,490
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Colourama

To add a dash of colour to your
outfit, throw in a few colourful
accessories and you are goodto-go! Wearing too many colours
in clothes can make you look
like a clown! However, wearing
colourful accessories adds a dash
of glamour and layering to your
outfit, without making it look
over-the-top!

Zara `1,990

Shaze
`7,770
Accessorize
`3,650

Chunk

beauties

Chunky is in! Forget the delicate
darlings and put your hands on these
striking pieces!

Zara
`1,790

Accessorize
`1,250

Mango
`1,390
Swarovski
`7,090

Accessorize
`3,350

Swarovski
`27,900
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Beauty Bites

Top gear
A tool that you would love to
own! A colour that is so quirky
and the brand that you can
depend on, this Philips Selfie Hair
Straightener is a must-buy to
keep your mane game on point. It
is available at Reliance Digital.

Philips, Selfie BHS38400 Hair Straightener

Beauty
news
What’s new, what’s hot
Juicy files

Snapshot with

Celebrate the winter season with Viva la Juicy
Rosé, a light-hearted toast to the forever vibrant
Viva girl. Viva la Juicy combines delicious wild
berries and mandarin with creamy vanilla,
praline, jasmine and honeysuckle. Embracing
the signature Juicy addiction, Viva la Juicy is
both playful and glamourous.

Alia Bhatt
We decode the trademark
makeup look of Bollywood
starlet Alia Bhatt

Alia has become
a youth icon; her
style is simple and
effortlessly perfect.
She is someone
who does not like
the overdone look.
Instead, she likes
to go for a fresh
dewy look!
GET HER LOOK:
Use a foundation to
even out your skin
tone for a dewy look.
Line your upper and
lower waterline with
the black eye pencil

and draw in a small
wing on the sides
of the eyes. Follow
it up with false eye
lashes and ample
mascara. Keep your
eyeshadow to a
natural colour.
Apply blush on the
cheekbones. Have
fun with lip colours,
depending on the
occasion, mood and
outfit. Define your
lips with a lip pencil
and then fill in with
the same lip colour.

Party trick
Juicy Couture, Viva
La Juicy

Nivea, In-Shower
Body Lotion

Get your flirt on
by boasting the
thickest set of
lashes imaginable
with Clinique Lash
Doubling Mascara.
Just dab the excess
on a blotting paper to
have beautiful looking
lashes! This product
is available at Sephora
and independent
Clinique stores in
Ambience Malls.
Clinique, Lash
Doubling Mascara

Get steamy Skip the lotion after a refreshing shower with
Nivea’s new range of in-shower body lotions. Use the Nivea InShower body lotion to moisturise your skin right in the shower, to
get soft and smooth skin, minus the sticky lotion feel.
Givenchy, Le Rouge Lipstick
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1

Guerlain,
Terracotta Bronzing
Face and Body Mist

Bet on bronze

With the effect of a makeup
bronzer and the ease of a
gentle spray, Terracotta Spray
is an entirely new way to get
a temporary sunny glow. The
homogenous spray diffusion
ensures a uniform application. It
is available in two shades, each
can contains 130 applications.

Good grooming

Golden rule
Never step out of the shade
without a sunscreen and what’s
better than Cover FX Clear
Cover Invisible Broad-Spectrum
Sunscreen SPF 30. It not only
gives your face a full coverage
but also leaves it soft and
moisturised the whole day.

4

Nail tips

Nails Inc., Back to Life
Recovery Treatment &
Base Coat

Don’t forget to buff
your nails and give it
that shiny coat before
applying any shade of
your desire. For an even
finish, paint one strip
down the centre of the
nail followed by one
stroke on either sides.

Moroccanoil, Luminous
Hairspray Strong Finish

Form
guide
How to look chic and polished
for a day at the race!

Mane event
A blow-dry certainly is not
enough to sport a hairstyle
with a hat. The best is to
lock your manes with a
hairspray. Make your desired
hairstyle and lock it best with
the Moroccanoil Luminous
Hairspray Strong Finish for it
to last all day long.

Shiseido, Lacquer
Gloss

3

Have a
flutter
Think lacquered lips to
accentuate your look! To don
those bright lips, add a dash of
gloss for that instant shine and
lift to your lips.
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Woo your

valentine

Let your eyes do the talking this Valentine’s
Day with these super-hot eye makeup tips!

Sultry Eye Tricks

Get the Look
Place the pigment
The lower you take
the shadow, the more
dramatic the look will
be. Using a shadow stick
or a duo-fibre brush for
the strongest effect,
wet the brush, start the
shadow directly under
your lashes.

Smoky files
Nothing can go wrong
with a classic smoky
eye look. Keira Knightley
dons the look with much
panache and a touch
of oomph!

Blend it well
A fluffy brush makes it
easy to achieve a fluffy
and full of life hairdo.
It gives your locks the
desired life and shine.

Lighten up on
lower lashes
Under shadow adds a lot
of eye drama on its own.
Tissue off your mascara
wand to get a milder
effect on the lower
lashes.

Save the foundation
for last
That way, if powder flecks
fall, you can wipe them
away without ruining
your base.

Bronze it up!
Sonam Kapoor knows
how to dazzle and glitter
in the crowd. The use of
gold hues in her makeup
is impeccable.

Ombre files
Taylor Swift looks
classy with a touch
of ombre towards
the inner and outer
part of her lower eye.
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MAC, Eyeshadow
applicator
Sephora, Multipurpose brush

The brow tools
you need
Sculpt your
brows

Brow sculptors
from MAC are
a must-have to
give your brows a
classic lift.

Liner for brows

Brow liners by Clinique and
Estee Lauder are perfect to
achieve a fuller-brow look.

Get statement
eyes like Adele
We give you tips and tricks to
master Adele’s look:

soften the pencil marks and join
the hairs together. ”

How to get a great brow
with makeup?

Eye shape for a
winged eye?

Where to fill the brows?

Let’s talk lashes...

Product cocktailing gets the
best results. Start with a brow
gel before you go in with the
pencil; it gives the pencil
something to adhere to. Then,
using feathery strokes, mimic
hair to get the shape.

Most women need a lift in
the upper corner and at the
ends. Use a flat, rounded
eyeshadow brush to apply
shadow through your brow to

Life your lashes

Beauty brand, benefit, has
on offer some deep-coloured
mascaras to give a finishing
touch to your eye-makeup.

It works better when you have
more space between your lashline
and brow bone, but anyone can
do a winged eye. If you have a
hooded eye, a reverse cat eye is
great. It’s where you create your
flick up and out from the bottom.
False lashes are in fashion and
give that much-needed drama to
the eyes. A pair of eyelash curlers
and a mascara will do for those
who don’t like using false lashes.

Lash of Lashes

Groom your lashes with these must-haves!
Tweezers:

Tweezers are a must
for the brows. Try
Sephora’s Classic
Tweezer Set for the
desired result.

Falsies:

Try Sephora Eyelashes
for defined eyes and a
stunning look.

Mascara Magic:

The new breed of mascara
can create lashes that look
like you have falsies on.
Try MAC Haute & Naughty
Black Lash mascara to get a
full-fan effect!

Liner Love:

Eyeliner can fake fuller
lashes in one swipe. MAC
Liquid Eye Liner gives a
great colour pay-off.
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Lacquer
Rouge,
SHISEIDO
A rich liquid lipstick
that leaves lips as
smooth as lacquer,
the Lacquer Rogue’s
one coat provides
intense color and
deep luster.

Lip Color Matte, TOM FORD

Rare and exotic ingredients create an
ultra–creamy texture with an incredibly
smooth application.

Always On Matte
Liquid Lipstick,
SMASHBOX
This eight-hour,
liquid matte lipstick is
specifically formulated to
be comfortable and not
chap your lips.

Pure color envy,
Estee Lauder
Create a new look of
lip-shaping volume and
definition with this intense
lip-shaping creme lipstick.

Silky Satin,
CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN
The Silky Satin Lip
Colour lipstick is the
ultimate in luxury
makeup application. It
glides onto lips, giving
it an opulent and
sensual feel.

colour riche
extraordinaire
liquid lipstick,
L’oreal Paris
This 3-in-1 lip colour
takes care of your lips
like a lip balm, highly
pigmented lipstick and
shiny gloss.

Power
pouts
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Be Legendary
Liquid Metal
Lipstick,
SMASHBOX
A liquid lip formula
that glides on to
provide full coverage
of a lipstick and the
high shine of a gloss
in a single coat.

Want your lips to feel powerful?
These lip colours are sure to add
to your oomph factor!

Lay the

foundation
The secret to perfect makeup is to
have a flawless canvas which comes
with the right base!

Longwear Powder
Foundation, LANCÔME
This portable compact
is a powerful multitasker
that provides sheer to full,
buildable coverage, offering
a natural matte finish.

Fit Me Oil Free
Stick, Maybelline

This lightweight, gel stick
foundation has an exclusive
anti-shine powder core that
instantly dissolves excess
oil that blends into a natural
matte finish for even finish.

Mineral Powder,
L’oreal

True Match Naturale’s
mineral formula covers
your skin flawlessly,
leaving your skin soft and
even-toned.

Double Wear
Makeup,
Estee Lauder
Anti-Blemish
Liquid, Clinique
This oil-free foundation
conceals breakout
and neutralises the
appearance of redness
while providing moderate
coverage on the face.

This long-wearing
base stays fresh
and looks natural
through heat and
humidity. It won’t
change colour,
smudge or come off
on clothes.
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Break Free

My

trip,
my
rules

solo travell
ing

If you are done trying to fit into other people’s
schedules and wish to ring in the New Year
with a difference, then pack your bags! It’s the
time to travel solo
By Prerona Basu
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Fun s
fact

Get up close and personal
at the coastal sheep farms
in Akaroa to get handson experience on sheep
shearing and sheep herding
done here.

New Zealand
Consider This: New Zealand is your
one stop bucket list ticking destination
and what’s more? If you’re a first time solo
traveller, experts suggest you begin from
this country. Adrenalin-rushed scenic
skydiving, gleefully zorbing like a carefree
child on rolling hills, experiencing the
hobbit life from the sets of The Lord of the
Rings, meeting a species which is about to
become extinct from the face of this planet
and all this takes place in jaw dropping
picturesque landscapes.
Doing It: All renowned adventure sports
happen in the South Island. This place is
replete with enough dramatic landscapes to
become a travel destination by itself. Head to
the Waikato town of Matamata for the Hobbiton
Movie Set Tours and explore Middle Earth like
a true The Lord of the Rings fan. New Zealand
is also home to a lot of birds which are endemic
to that country. Do make it a point to travel to
some of these bird sanctuaries and visit the shy
Kiwis, the notoriously wicked Keas (which is
now an endangered species) and if luck permits
even Sirocco, the famous Kakapo bird. The
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guides available at the bird sanctuaries (hired
on personal expenses) take you through the
sanctuaries, giving all the details related to the
animal species found there. Let 2018 be the
year you do something different by spreading
awareness about these endangered species.

Located in Leigh, Goat
Island NZ invites visitors to
look, learn and explore the
marine life that thrives in
this protected reserve.

Chiang
Mai,
Thailand

Consider This: Chiang Mai in Northern
Thailand has every ingredient you’d want in a
dream holiday. Verdant hills, vibrant cultures,
exotic delicacies, ample opportunities to
photograph stunning locations, luxurious
spas and a myriad ways to sit back and chill.
When someone asks you what your plans
for New Year’s Eve are just tell them you’d
probably be biking around breath-taking
century-old architectures, cooking up a
storm at a Thai cooking class, shopping and

binge eating at the night market or cuddling
a majestic tiger at the Tiger Kingdom.

Doing It: Take an overnight bus or a train
from Bangkok if you’re planning to travel
on a tight budget, though a direct flight
is relatively safer and more convenient if
you’re pressed for time. There are all kinds of
hotels and hostels available so “luxuriously
boutique” or “excitingly adventurous” the
choice is yours!
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Consider This: A winter wonderland
tucked away in Chinese Himalayas which is
accessible only by foot, glowing with freshly
fallen snow and bedecked with colourful
Tibetan prayer flags; Yubeng is the place
to be for those who wish to begin 2018 by
cleansing their mind, body and spirit from
harsh urbanity.
Doing It: Motorable roads end at Xidang
and you either have to hike by yourself, or hire
a mule for a ride up. The trek takes anywhere
from four to six hours through lush Alpine
Valleys. You will have butterflies, birds and
farm animals for company and you’ll forget
how tired your legs are when your eyes soak
up the stellar mountain views. You’ll find many
hostels to stay at Upper Yubeng which provide
comfortable accommodation and fairly decent
food. The locals are warm and friendly and can
speak decent English. You can continue your
explorations by trekking to Ice Lake and the
Sacred Waterfall.

Yubeng, China
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Travelogue

As the water of the
Himalayan rivers freeze, a
narrow, serpentine road of ice
pops up in its place and forms
the Chadar Trek of Ladakh.
On a cold January morning,
Sonali Singh found herself
sitting in a packed flight
to Leh, a tiny human
settlement in the Himalayas.

Kenya, Africa
Consider This: Begin the New Year by
feeling Omniscient! Take a hot air balloon at
dawn and soar over the Maasai Mara to attain
a divine panoramic view of the grasslands
below and watch in awe as the jungle comes
to life before your eyes and under your feet.
You could also sleep under the stars on the
last night of the year in a special bed crafted
for star gazing at II Ngwesi Eco Lodge. You
can even hone a new martial arts skill by
enrolling at one of the many Maasai run eco
camps and turn yourself into a fierce warrior.

Mother nature has blessed this land in plenty
so trek to lakes, lagoons, go for adventurous
safaris, click rare exotic wildlife and learn
about the ancient Maasai culture to your
heart’s content.

Doing It: Start from Nairobi, Kenya’s capital
and see if you can join a group of travellers
for a guided tour of the main attractions,
alternatively if you wish for a more
customised experience, then hire a taxi that
will ferry you to your destinations.

“I embarked on a shopping
spree when I found out
that the temperature could
dip up to -30 degree in the
Zanskar region. At the IGI
Airport, a small team of
trekkers assembled.
We all were asked to stay
in Leh and acclimatise
ourselves to the high
altitude before setting
out. On the following day,
I, along with the other
trekkers, began the journey,
about 60 km from Leh.
On this seven day trek, I
covered Tilad Sumbo, Shingra
Koma, and the Tibb Cave.
Followed by a halt at Pullu.
Supported by 14 porters
and 3 guides, the trek was
completed on time. This
incredible trek through the
icy lanes of nature gave me
a new perspective about life
and nature.
I would conclude with
the words of Ibn Battuta
– Trekking is such an
activity which leaves you
speechless, but turns you
into a storyteller.”
For more, contact her on
Twitter: @sonnalii
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Go-to option for

Sharpen your chopsticks and imbibe the
Asian chow at Mamagoto in Ambience Mall,
Gurugram, with Bhaswati Bhattacharya as
she sets out to explore
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A

restaurant with outlets across India,
Mamagoto is known for its fusion
Pan Asian flavours since they first
opened in 2010. Their blend of food
inspired from Asian street hawkers has managed
to garner a lot of attention in the past few years.
I have always looked forward to my meals
here and this first visit to their new outlet in
Ambience Mall, Gurugram, was very exciting.

Bhaswati is a food
enthusiast. Passionate
about cooking and
exploring different
cuisines, she leaves no
stone unturned to quench
her thirst for creativity in
food. Her Facebook page
and Youtube channel
called Slurrp is packed
with recipe videos which
are drool-worthy.

Mamagoto literally translates to ‘play with
food’. This Pan Asian café surely lives by its
name. The dedication to this vision can be
seen in the various Asian renditions of their
recipes as well as decor. The quirky, colourful,
yet unpretentious ambience radiates vibrancy
and positivity. Bright fluorescent shades
dominate the aesthetic illustrations and
inventive graffiti.
I went there for lunch on an otherwise slow
weekday, but it was pleasantly packed and
filled with jolly banter. This is quite impressive
and also a testament to the fact that people
love the food here. Probably also a reason why
there were people swarming in huge numbers
on the very third day since its opening.
The service was warm and I was glad to be

seated in a corner, waiting to devour all the
deliciousness that was inviting my senses,
thanks to their beautiful semi-open kitchen.
Their menu is detailed. Everything on the
menu sounded equally exciting as it was to
witness the many food lovers waiting to be
served with totally awesomeness. Their menu
looked and read mouth-watering, for which
I took my own sweet time in deciding what
to order. The generous staff helped me with
their suggestions.
My first order was a mocktail. I went for
the cranberry and kaffir lime punch. It was a
refreshing way to start the meal. Fresh kaffir
lime leaves mixed with lime wedges and
cranberry juice made way for a welcoming start.
Under each category, there are equal number
of vegetarian and non-vegetarian options on
the menu. I decided to go with one of each
for my starters. The rock shrimp tempura
seemed ideal. Crunchy, golden fried prawn
fritters served with a chili mayo is absolutely
lip smacking. The quantity is generous and
the buttery prawns have an excellent texture,
making each bite a perfect one.
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The vegetarian choice was the basil cups,
a smart and healthy choice. Each bite of
the filling has a great deal of sharpness and
nuance. There is an explosion in the mouth
with crunch and flavours emanating from
peppers, soy, corn, basil and mushroom. The
fieriness comes from the thick sauce served
alongside the dish, made with bird’s eye
chilli (Piri Piri or Thai chilli). A delectable
vegetarian treat, simple yet extremely
sophisticated.
For mains, I indulged in a fiery Thai shrimp
fried rice with Asian green chilli chicken
ribbons. This immediately transported me to an
experience of standing outside a sizzling counter
of a South-Asian street market. This signature
dish with Thai spicy rice is every carnivore’s
dream. There are so many constituents in this
visually stunning bowl. Every bite has the
tang of seafood and it definitely lives up to
being spicy rich. I loved the chicken ribbons in
particular as they were cooked to perfection,
with no compromise on offering the perfect
crunch and zing. The shrimp-flavoured wafers
is a clever addition with a perfect non-
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overpowering balance of seafood aroma. The
garnish with a fried egg makes it all the more
Asian. This main dish comes as a blessing to
rice lovers and spicy food maniacs, precisely the
reason why it has my vote.

Offering a break
from the regular
monotonous food,
it is a place for a
generation that
loves to challenge
their food choices.

Such good food is definitely incomplete
without a great dessert. I gave in to my guilty
pleasures and opted for the home-made
‘American style’ chunky caramel sponge cake.
This dessert stole my heart with its simplicity
and aroma. The toffee sauce is beautifully thick
and warm, and serves as a perfect complement
to the cake. The classic vanilla ice cream
combination, needless to say, is a winner as
always. I was glad to have made this choice.
Each dish at Mamagoto is truly joyous and I
definitely finished on a high. The Asian food here
is marvelous and the helpings are extremely
lavish. Offering a break from the regular
monotonous food, it is a place for a generation
that loves to challenge their food choices.
Mamagoto at Ambience Mall, Gurugram plays to
its strength and I can definitely see it attracting
more foodies in the days to come.

From the house of

Mamagoto

Bringing you some
recipes from the menu
of Mamagoto to tantalise
your tastebuds!

Tir Fried Pokchoy
Ingredients:
•

Wok toss: Garlic - 1 tbsp

•

Ginger - 2 tsp

•

Oil - 1 tbsp

•

Light soy sauce - 1 tsp

•

Oyster sauce - 2 tsp

•

Broth powder - 1/2 tsp

•

Sugar

•

White pepper

•

Water - 1 tbsp

•

Pokchoy

•

Water chestnuts - 5 no.

•

Cashewnuts - 1 tbsp

•

Slim Sumo Salad

Bamboo shoots - 8 tsp

•

Chinese Wine - 1 tbsp

For garnish:
•

Brown garlic - 1 tbsp

Ingredients:
•

Cooked quinoa - 200g

•

Raw mango/pineapple, julienne - 20g

•

Ripe mango/pineapple, cubed - 50g

•

Cherry tomato, halved - 50g

•

Shallots, sliced - 10g

•

Mint leaves, chopped - 1 ½ tbs

•

Kaffir lime leaves, finely sliced - 2 tsp

•

Lemongrass, finely chopped - 3 tsp

•

Lime juice - 2 tsp

•

Som tam dressing - 1 tbs

•

Ginger, Juliene - 5g

•

Light soy sauce - 2 tsp

•

Red chilly - ½ tsp

•

Tomatoes - 35g

•

Salt to taste

Preparation steps
1. Cut pokchoy into 2 pieces and separate leaf and base.
2. Wok toss garlic and ginger in oil for 4 min.
3. Add oyster sauce, light soy sauce, broth powder, white pepper,
sugar and water in a wok.
4. Add waterchestnut, bamboo shoot, pokchoy - base and toss it
for 3 min.
5. Add the leafy part and cashewnut in a wok and toss for 3 min.
6. Add chinese wine and mix it well.
7. Serve in a bowl and garnish with brown garlic .

For garnish:
•

Roasted peanuts, chopped - 20g

•

Mint leaves

Preparation steps
1. Boil quinoa for 10 minutes.
2. Mix all the ingredients together and toss well.
3. Transfer to the serving bowl and garnish with chopped peanuts and mint leaves.
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Vroom
into

Dodge Challenger SRT Demon

2018

Good times or bad, recession or recovery,
the auto business is always ready with a
fleet of shiny new models each fall season.
The class of 2018 is no exception!

Engine
V8, 6.2L, RWD
SPECS*
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Horsepower
840 hp

Torque
717lb ft

The limited-production Challenger SRT Demon
takes the muscle car concept to a new level.
Packing a supercharged 6.2-litre V8 with as much
as 840-horsepower through a pair of extra-wide
Nitto street-legal drag radials, Dodge claims that it
is the largest functional hood scoop opening ever.
The Demon can leap to 60 miles per hour (mph) in
just 2.3 seconds and reach a quarter mile in 9.65
seconds at 140 mph. It’s also the first production
car to be able to do a front-wheel lift (certified
by Guinness World Records). Fiat Chrysler North
America’s head of passenger cars, Tim Kuniskis,
revealed all the extraordinary capabilities of the
vehicle in a video released by Dodge in April 2017.
“You can make this car as comfortable or as crazy
as you want it to be,” Kuniskis said.

Acceleration
0-60mph in
2.3secs

SPECS*

Engine
V8, 5.0L, RWD

Horsepower
460 bhp

Torque
30lb ft

Acceleration
0-60mph in
under 4 sec

2018 Mustang
There’s nothing like a Mustang. Its
fastback silhouette conjures up a
deep history of show-stopping design.
And yet, the new 2018 Mustang feels
incredibly modern. Let’s start with the
drivetrains: The 5.0-litre V8 now has
460bhp – 25bhp and 20lb ft more than
the ’17 model – and a cheeky 5bhp more
than the V8 Camaro. The 2.3-litre Ford
gets another 30lb ft of torque with the
same max power of 310bhp. Both cars
can now be had with ten-speed autos
– a version of the gearbox fitted in the
Raptor – or a six-speed manual.
When it comes to performance, the level
one version includes retuned chassis

systems – ABS, stability control and
electric steering – plus bigger, six-piston
Brembo brakes and rotors, a K brace,
bigger radiator, Torsen limited slip diff
and Michelin Pilot Sport 4 S tyres. There
is a level two version coming soon. It will
feature all the above, plus wider wheels
shod with Michelin Cup 2s, modest front
and rear aero and active suspension.
Gone are the days when you bought a
muscle car purely for its straight-line
performance and hung on in the corners.
The V8 Mustang is M3 or better fast. The
I4, even without the trademark V8 warble,
is probably the more fun of the two to
drive at sensible speeds.
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SPECS*

Engine
V12, 6,5L, RWD

Horsepower
800 hp

Torque
530lb ft

Acceleration
0-62 mph in
2.9 secs

Ferrari 812 Superfast
While it is widely acknowledged that
a high-revving, naturally aspirated
Ferrari V12 is the holy grail of
automotive engineering, the upcoming
offering from Ferrari, 812 Superfast is
an answer to everything. The Superfast
is, quite simply, the fastest, most
powerful regular-production Ferrari
ever made. For the number fetishists,
the top speed is 211mph, with
0-62mph in 2.9sec and 0-125mph in
only 7.9sec. It matches the LaFerrari’s
V-12 in horsepower, tops it in torque,
and simply obliterates the already
stupefying special-edition F12tdf. The
name 812 is short for 800hp V12.
There are countless wonders to
discuss on this car, but let’s share the
outstanding characteristics that really
sets it apart. This car doesn’t so much
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change gears but explode through them –
the shift speeds are 30 per cent faster up
and 40 per cent faster down compared to
its predecessor, the F12 Berlinetta.
The peak torque of 530lb ft is delivered
at a similarly lofty 7,000rpm, with 80 per
cent of that available at 3,500 rpm, thanks
to the use of a 350-bar direct-injection
system along with variable geometry
intake tracts derived from its Formula 1
experience. Its seven-speed, dual-clutch
transmission features reduced time
between up and down shifts.
In all, Ferrari deserves a round of applause,
not just for making one of the greatest
modern day driving experiences from a
super GT but, more importantly, because
it has extended the life of the naturally
aspirated V12 in our supercars.

Lamborghini Huracán Performante
The 2018 Lamborghini Huracán
Performante is an all-new model based on
the Huracán LP610-4. Compared to the
standard car, the Performante is stiffer,
more powerful, more responsive, and
lighter. Lamborghini’s ALA (Aerodynamica
Lamborghini Attiva) adaptive
aerodynamics system drastically improves
the Performante’s handling. As a result of
these tweaks, the Huracán Performante
is (presently) the fastest production car
to lap the Nurburgring, beating the $850K
Porsche 918 Spyder.
Complementing the Performante’s
exterior technology is a passel of interior
gadgets, most of which are focused
on the driver. A reconfigurable 12.3-

inch digital display splits real estate
between navigation, telemetry, media,
and radio information on the right and
a tachometer/speedometer on the left.
Strada and Sport drive modes maintain
this setup, but Corsa mode fills the entire
display with a racing-inspired tachometer.
The Performante will have a 5.2-litre
V10 engine, seven-speed dual-clutch
transmission and all-wheel drive system
with the LP610-4. A revised intake, titanium
valves and a de-restricted exhaust system
produce an additional 30 horsepower and
31 pound-feet of torque for a net of 640
horses and 443 lb-ft. Lamborghini has also
shaved 88 lbs from the Huracán thanks to
the forged composite pieces.

SPECS*

Engine
V10, 5.2L, RWD

Horsepower
640 hp

Torque
443 lb ft

Acceleration
0-60 mph in
2.4 secs

**Prices and specs may vary
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Gear up for the

future phones
A number of new smartphones are launched every year
that offer the newest innovation in mobile technology. So,
here’s a roundup of the exciting upcoming phones that
will power the coming year!
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Nokia 9
The upcoming smartphone by HMD Global,
Nokia 9, is rumoured to flaunt a 5.3 inch
AMOLED display with 1440x 2560 pixel
display. It will be powered by Qualcomm
Snapdragon 835 processor and a 3800mAh
non-removable battery. On the camera
front, the flagship phone by Nokia will come
equipped with a 13MP rear camera with laser
autofocus and dual-LED dual-tone flash, and a
12 MP front camera with phase detection.

Samsung Galaxy S9 & S9+
Both, the Samsung Galaxy S9 and S9+, are
speculated to share their aesthetics with their
predecessors. The Galaxy S9+ is rumoured
to have a 6.2 inch display, while Galaxy S9
will have a 5.8 inch display. Both the phones
will share Super AMOLED Infinity screen
display along with curved edges. Speculations
suggest that the phones will be powered by

Qualcomm’s new Snapdragon 845 chip and
are also expected to have a facial recognition
feature. It may happen that their names may
be different at the time of their launch.

iPhone 9
The all new iPhone 9 will retain the 19:9 display
and FaceID recognition feature of the iPhone
X. It is likely to come in three screen variants5.28 inches, 5.85 inches and 6.46 inches. It is
rumoured to debut a custom built chipset which
is probably going to be called Apple A12 and will
likely offer better performance and battery life.

Xiaomi Mi 7 & Mi 7 Plus
Powered by Qualcomm’s upcoming chipset,
Snapdragon 845, the new flagship smartphone
by Xiaomi is expected to come equipped with
a bezel-less display and a dual camera setup.
Xiaomi is gearing up to keep apace with the
latest technology. Its upcoming phones will

sport a 3350mAh battery and will come with a
rear placed fingerprint sensor.

Samsung Galaxy Note 9
The Samsung galaxy Note 9 is expected
to feature a 6.0” screen with a resolution of
1080x2048 pixels. For graphic performance,
this flagship phone by Samsung will come
equipped with a Mali-G71 MP20 GPU. It is
rumoured to be working on a conveniently
positioned fingerprint scanner that will be
built into the screen.

HTC U12
HTC’s next flagship dual-camera smartphone
may adopt a 4K display with bezel-less design
and will also feature an all-glass body which
may enable wireless charging. It might also
be powered by Qualcomm Snapdragon 845
processor. Other features include: 6GB of RAM
and a 16Mp front facing camera.
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360 living

Reading

corner

Take out your reading glasses
as we bring you the most
gripping and must-read
books to get your hands on
this quarter

Immortal Reign

Claimed
By Alexa Riley Publisher:
Carina Press Release
month: March
This novel deals with a story
about Jay becoming the new
target of Jordan's enemies
and her eventual rescue by
her charming admirer who
would do anything to get her
home safe.

By Morgan Rhodes Publisher: Razorbill
Release month: February
This novel deals with the coming together
of arch enemies who feel the need to join
hands in order to destroy Mytica, the lethal
elemental God and their common enemy.

The Great Alone
By Kristin Hannah
Publisher: st. Martin's
Press Release month:
February
The novel portrays the story of
a family and a young girl, Leni
who is forced into Alaska's
wilderness. Dwindling mental
health of her father and the
dangers outside along with
the demons within make her
journey more intriguing.

The Cruel Prince
By Holly Black
Publisher: Little,
Brown Books for
Young Readers
Release month:
January
This young-adult
fantasy novel deals
with the issues
of mortality, court
intrigues, violence
and deceptions in a
very subtle and outof-the-world way.

Buy them at Om Book Shop, Ambience Mall,
Vasant Kunj and Gurugram
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Iron Gold

High Voltage
By Karen Marie Moning
Publisher: Delacorte
Press Release month:
March
Dani O'Malley is driven
to protect Dublin.
Events take a drastic
turn when the Faerie
Queen unleashes horror
on earth. Dani battles to
save the world.

By Pierce Brown
Publisher: Del
Rey Books Release
month: January
Red Rising was the
story of the end of
one universe, and
Iron Gold is the story
of the creation of a
new one. Witness
the beginning of a
stunning new saga of
tragedy and triumph!

Tomb Raider
Releasing on: March 16
Director: Roar Uthaug
Cast: Alicia Vikander,
Walton Goggins, Hannah
John-Kamen
Plot: This film revolves
around the adventure of
Lara Croft who sets out to
solve the mystery of her
missing father. Lara has to
depend on her faith and
intuition to venture into
the unknown.

Pacific Rim Uprising
Releasing on:
March 23
Director: Steven S
DeKnight
Cast: Scott Eastwood,
Adria Arjona, John Boyega
Plot: The rebellious Jake
Pentecost steps up to
become the most powerful
defence force on the planet.
He forms a team of Jaeger
pilots to fight the enemy.

2.0

Fifty Shades Freed
Releasing on: February 9
Director: James Foley
Cast: Jamie Dornan,
Dakota Johnson, Rita Ora
Plot: The last part of the
Fifty Shades trilogy, this
movie deals with the life of
the couple after they get
married. The movie will
deal with An's pregnancy,
her former boss, Jack Hyde,
breaking into her house,
Christian discovering a dark
secret from his past and the
eventual 'happy ending'.

First day

first show
We bring you a list of the
not-to-miss movies of this
quarter. Make sure to book
your tickets on time!

Releasing on:
January 25
Director: S Shankar
Cast: Rajinikanth, Akshay
Kumar, Amy Jackson
Plot: The science-fiction
movie will be the first
Indian movie to be directly
shot in 3D. This film is a
sequel to the 2010 Tamil
film Enthiran which
featured Rajinikanth as Dr
Vaseegaran and a robot
called Chitti.

Maze Runner: The
Death Cure
Releasing on:
January 26
Director: Wes Ball
Cast: Dylan O'Brien, Kaya
Scodelario, Ki Hong Lee
Plot: This movie will
mark the last of the Maze
runner series. The character
Thomas leads a group of
youngsters who struggle
through a 'maze' of troubles
to save their friends and find
a cure for the deadly disease
known as the 'flare'.

Paltan
Releasing on: February 3
Director: J P Dutta
Cast: Arjun Rampal,
Abhishek Bachchan, Sonu
Sood, Jackie Shroff
Plot: Paltan is set within
the backdrop of the
Indo-China War of 1962.
This movie will be a
march back to war that
transformed the history of
both the countries.
Watch them at PVR Director's Cut, Vasant Kunj and PVR Gold, Gurugram
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Tete-e-tete
with

Kapil
Sharma

On a confessional spree, comedy king
Kapil Sharma lets his guard down to
talk about his mid-air duel with Sunil
Grover, life after the show and his latest
stint of acting and producing, together!
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K

apil Sharma, the man who entered
our living rooms with bagful of witty
jokes and humorous mannerisms
on TV, has had his share of the
crowning glory moment. However, in recent
times, the comedian turned actor has been the
focal point to several controversies. In a rather
controversial closure, Sony TV announced the
end of his gig, The Kapil Sharma Show and the
man himself at the centre of all controversies
retreated to a rehabilitation centre, “I was not
in a condition to shoot and several episodes
were being cancelled. Hence I decided to take
a break from the show, and moved base to
Bengaluru for a while,” shared the actor.
Having debuted as a producer in films, Kapil
Sharma is proud of his latest flick, Firangi.
The stand-up comedian plays the lead in the
film, which is set in the pre-independence
era of India. Kapil feels that he has nurtured
his baby well, “This film is close to my heart
because it is made from scratch, right in front
of my eyes.”
It all began while returning from a show in
Australia. Kapil and co-actors Sunil Grover and
Chandan Prabhakar had a brawl on the flight
which resulted in several actors quitting the
show. Remembering the ill-fated incident, the
stand-up comedian goes on to share his side
of the story, “It was an unfortunate time for me

as an artiste passed away during the shoot of
Firangi. In lieu of this, I wanted to cancel the
Australia show but could not do so with all
the preparations done beforehand. With all the
tension around me, I unfortunately got into an
argument with Chandan and Sunil. Though
everything was settled then and there, I was
shocked to see many articles stating false
proclamations about the incident.”
With no team to carry on with the show, Kapil
had to wrap up the series. This unfortunate
incident led to a low period in his life, leading
to several cancellations of shoots. “I was to
shoot with Shah Rukh Khan, but I just wasn’t
in a condition to face the camera. I had to
cancel that shoot, followed by another five
episodes being annulled. Shah Rukh sir met me
personally and helped me overcome the issues.
He advised me to take a break. I also happened
to cancel a shoot schedule with the Mubarakan

Kapil Sharma is
working towards
his second innings
in the industry as a
mainstream actor

film cast. I was lucky that stalwarts like Anil
Kapoor and Shah Rukh Khan understood my
condition and didn’t create any problems at
the time of cancellations. Soon I decided on a
timeout,” Kapil comes out clear.
Amidst all the blame-game and imagebashing, Kapil Sharma is working towards his
second innings in the entertainment industry
with the release of Firangi and is still hopeful
of re-uniting with Sunil Grover, and bringing
his old team back together. “As much as the
audience wants to see us together, I also hope
to re-unite with all. I believe there is a lot of
strength when all of us are together, each one
of them having a unique style. Once I am done
with all the proceedings and work related to
Firangi, I will soon announce the details of
my news shows in the pipeline,” adds Kapil
with a twinkle in his eyes and his trademark
mischievous smile.
Apart from being a popular TV star, Kapil
Sharma is now trying his luck at mainstream
acting. “My childhood friend Rajiv Dhingra
came up with a great idea in the form of Firangi
and in no time I decided to produce and act in
it,” says the actor.
As a star who provided a platform to others
for films promotions, Kapil is now on the other
side by promoting his films in other shows.
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Celebrating

a decade of success
#10 Years Of Million Smiles

It was a celebration spree for the Ambience Group as Ambience
Mall, Gurugram, completed 10 years of its establishment.
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I

t was a joyous moment for the Ambience Group
as Ambience Mall, Gurugram completed 10
years of spreading smiles and offering unlimited
shopping experiences to its patrons. They
embarked on a month-long journey of celebrating this
milestone from December 10, 2017 to January 10, 2018
by offering the unexpected to the shoppers.
Making this celebration the highlight of the year
were the ongoing major festivals – Christmas and
New Year – it was certainly the most memorable way
to ring in the New Year.

As we celebrate 10
successful years of
spreading smiles
and of being the
favourite destination
for the high street
shoppers and thrill
seekers, we thank our
discerning patrons
who have been a
wonderful partner
in this journey. I am
confident that the
various deals on offer
and the performances
lined up will lead to
a closer connect and
strengthen the bond
we share with all
our patrons. We will
continue with our
endeavour to deliver
the best experience
to our esteemed
patrons and also
deliver meaningful
contributions for the
larger good of the
society.
Arjun Gehlot, Director,
Ambience Mall –
Gurugram & Vasant Kunj

The offers on hand for shoppers during the campaign
included a flat 50 per cent sale, chance to win
shopping vouchers everyday and iPhone X every
tenth day of the campaign in both the malls. The
horizon was broad in terms of giveaways with
everything grand and exotic for the guests to indulge
in. From international travel to a new luxurious Audi
car to a brand new iPhone X and crazy sales; this
festival was everything to watch-out for!
Apart from this, the mall had also lined up various
amusing activities like jugglers, unicycle and
aerial acrobatics to deliver a diverse set of highly
entertaining and engaging performances at both
the malls.
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Ambience

fashion

week 2017
Shruti Hassan

The Ambience Mall, Vasant Kunj was home to the biggest fashion event of
the year, the Ambience Fashion Weekend 2017 on December 15-16, 2017. The
highlights of this fashion extravaganza were a host of celebrities walking down
the ramp! The one-of-a-kind fashion event brought together prominent brands like
Aldo, Marks & Spencers, Neeru’s, Ranna Gill, Anju Modi, Monisha Jaising and Amit
GT among others. Bollywood divas like Malaika Arora, Shilpa Shetty Kundra, Shruti
Hassan, Divya Khosla, Aahana Kumra to Esha Gupta walked down the ramp.

Esha Gupta

Divya Khosla Kumar

Day one commenced with
glitz and glamour with
Bollywood's star Malaika
Arora, who walked the
ramp for Trends and looked
stunning in a grunge grey offshouldered ensemble.

Shilpa Shetty Kundra

On day two, the show opened
with Marks & Spencer where
actress Shruti Hassan added
all the glitz to the day wearing
a blue sequin dress.
Finale had to be grand to
cease the glamorous night and
what else would have been
better than stunning Esha
Gupta slaying in Anju Modi's
signature bridal lehenga.

Malaika Arora
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Ambience Mall, Vasant Kunj

Of lights

shopping & frolic

Ambience Mall Gurugram and Vasant Kunj celebrated
Diwali with much gusto by organising the yearly Diwali
Mahotsav. At this time of the year, shopping took
precedence over every other form of festivity and the
festive trail at both the malls was a delight to witness.

Ambience Mall, Gurugram
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A Smaaash-Ing
Opening
Legendary cricketer Sachin Tendulkar
launched the gaming and entertainment
centre SMAAASH at Ambience Mall in
Vasant Kunj, Gurugram. Sachin, who is
the Brand Ambassador of SMAAASH, also
unveiled the brand new logo of SMAAASH,
'Can't Stop Playing.'
"SMAAASH provides wholesome entertainment
for sports lovers and thrill-seekers. I am excited
about the addition of two new centres offering
a smashing experience to all the patrons," said

Sachin at the a lunch event. The SMAAASH
also offers Cricket - the 360 degree cricket
simulator, where one can experience playing
first-hand with legends like Anil Kumble, Shane
Warne, Wasim Akram and of course the master
blaster Sachin Tendulkar.
Sports enthusiasts can experience unique
adrenaline rush with a variety of highly
advanced virtual reality games at SMAAASH
like Finger Coaster, Jurassic Park, Walk The
Plank and trippy Laser Tag arena.

Happy Endings

Yummy

delights

It was a pure delight for the crowd to witness some of the
best culinary names under one roof at the three-day-long
Dilliwala Khazana Fest held at Ambience Mall, Vasant Kunj.
The fest uncovered Delhi’s finest in food, art, music and
culture and delivered the unique experience of the city’s
heritage, magic and secrets to the world.
All-time favourites like Khan Mughlai, Netaji ki Chaat,
Rajeev Bhai ke Special Omlette, Changezi Chicken at
Ballimaran, Indo Kulfi, Momo.in, Pyar Mohabat Sharbat,
Daulat ki Chaat and Taufeeq ki Biryani were some of the
participating food outlets.
Also, curated flea shops brought to life the spirit of the
famous Meena Bazaar with assorted attractions offering
traditional and ethnic designs, specialty henna, ittars,
authentic aromatic spices and the choicest bangles. The
festival had something for everyone; be it the foodie, arty
kind or the shopaholic. In all, this event was a celebration of
food, culture and the spirit of Delhi!
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It was all play
& cheer!

Ambience Mall, Vasant Kunj and Gurugram were a
paradise for kids on the occasion of Children's Day with
several events and activities held for the kids and other
patrons of the mall. The mall came alive with the laughter
of the tiny tots and the enthusiasm of kids present at the
venue. Various educational as well as playful activities
were planned during this event for raising environmental
awareness. 'Art with a Heart' was one such unique activity
where kids are to create masterpieces using recycled
materials. Also, a Kids Cosplay Contest was held for the
kids who love superheroes.
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BIBA
BIBA Apparels Private Limited ("BIBA"), the Indian fashion
giant, stands true to its name. The brand has been dressing
and embellishing demure maidens from every corner of India
since 1986. Contemporary ethnic fashion at an affordable price
is BIBA's commitment to fashion enthusiasts, offering ladies'
churidars and dupatta sets in cotton, in shades of every colour,
and with irresistible colour combinations and patterns. Mixand-match kurta pieces from BIBA are available in different
lengths, so you can experience the joys of traditional Indian
wear regardless of your body type.

Cold stone
If it has anything to do with ice cream, it has
everything to do with Cold Stone Creamery.
From unique ice cream creations to smoothies,
cakes and shakes; nobody serves up the
ultimate indulgence like Cold Stone. It starts
with using the highest quality ingredients and
ends with their signature process for preparing
a custom creation on a frozen granite stone.

Opening
soon
Bruun & Stengade
It might not be the easiest name
to pronounce, but when it comes
to menswear, they know what
they are talking about. And proof
is in their clothes; modern, urban,
wearable and stylish menswear with
attention to detail.

Go Colors
At Go Colors, it is all about happy
legs. With the widest range of
legwear – leggings, jeggings,
harems, palazzos, patialas,
denims, pants and churidars in
over 100 colours – finding the
perfect match for your lovely legs
couldn’t get easier.
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More fun awaits you at
Ambience Mall, Vasant
Kunj with these stores
opening soon!
CaratLane
CaratLane is an multichannel brand which
makes contemporary jewellery that is
affordable, accessible and forever wearable.
Whether you are looking for jewellery that is
modern or traditional, CaratLane has it all.
The CaratLane jewellery store has a unique
collection of rings, earrings, pendants, coins,
necklaces, and nose pins.

Vajor
As a women’s wear fashion and lifestyle brand, Vajor
deals in clothing, footwear, bags, jewelry and other
accessories. Vajor is a refreshing break from the
monotony of this industry and it is expanding its horizon
a little more everyday to become the ultimate tool of selfexpression. Each collection of the brand has a new origin
which roots from either history, art, travel or simply a
fragment of our vivid imagination.

Amanté
With a vision to be the
leading premium lingerie
brand in the Asian region,
Amanté promises to offer
fashion, comfort and value
in the right measure to the
Asian woman. Amanté
believes that a fashionable
and confident woman
deserves a product that
is modelled to fit her
silhouette and made to suit
her surroundings.

Rangriti
Classic patterns with fabric
innovation is the core design
component of Rangriti women’s
clothing. Mesmerising hues and
elegant cuts bestow every piece with
unmatched grace and beauty. Flaunt
the latest trends in vogue with
amazing block prints and contrast
detailing on kurtas and other
apparels available at Rangriti.

Jashn
Jashn is a fashion wardrobe destination for
every women. The distinctive signature
has evolved as a fusion of textile detail,
refined luxury and meticulous tailoring. The
brand creates couture, diffusion which is
Indian in their sensibility, yet international
in their appeal. It has developed a unique
style of its own, reflecting the ancient
traditions of Indian craftsmanship in a
contemporary vocabulary.

Ritu Kumar
Ritu Kumar is the largest
and most respected designer
brand in India today.
The collection reflects
the ancient traditions of
Indian craftsmanship in a
contemporary vocabulary.
The brand is renowned for
its distinctive use of colours,
quality of fabrics, intricate
embroideries and a gloriously
rich Indian aesthetic.

And many more...
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One Friday
With their garments
made with a gazillion
gallons of imagination
and a sprinkle of
fantasy, One Friday
celebrates the spirit of
childhood with a pot
full of trend.

AM:PM

Punjabi by Nature

A designer label by Ankur and Priyanka
Modi, this dynamic team has propelled
their label AM:PM into a serious fashion
force. Since the inception, this creative
couple has worked together in an effortless
tandem, complementing each other’s skills.
Increasingly known for their eloquent
designs, they are self-confessed worshippers
of quality.

If North Indian food is your calling, head to
Punjabi By Nature for the most authentic tasting
North Indian cuisines. They are a trusted name
when it comes to a North Indian fine dining
experience. Punjabi By Nature is an all time
favourite restaurant among one and all. From
various platters, delicious kebabs and flavour
packed chicken and mutton preparations, they
bring you the real taste of North Indian delights.

More fun awaits you at Ambience Mall, Gurugram with
these stores opening soon!
Armani Exchange

Disney Kids

Armani Exchange is the youthful
label created in 1991 by Giorgio
Armani to capture the heritage
of the Armani brand through the
lens of its young fashion-forward
urban spirit. Modern bold shapes in
original shades reflect contemporary
design with stylish details, even
with an accessible price.

With classic characters
like Mickey and Minnie
Mouse, Tinkerbell
and a host of iconic
princesses and heroes
emblazoned across
each must-have design,
Disney Kids will have
the tiny tots just as
excited about fashion
as you are.

Barbeque Nation

Mango
Mango is a Spanish multinational clothing company. It
designs, manufactures and markets clothing garments
and accessories for women. Their collections are trendy,
classy and everything that you would spot on the latest
fashion runways!
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One of the most successful
casual dining chains in India,
Barbeque Nation pioneered
the concept of live grills
embedded under dining tables
– allowing customers to grill
their own barbecue’s right at
their tables. Savour a delicious
buffet meal here with your
loved ones.

I give full stars to the staff of
Ambience Mall, Gurugram. Monica,
Krishan and one more gentleman at the
information counter were of great help
to my brother and I. We are foreigners
and didn't have internet and phone.
They were nice enough to arrange
for us a taxi to the airport and were
extremely warm and courteous.
– Jivan Tulsiani

One of the best place to spend
your quality time with family.
The food is good.
– Krishna Shukla

Ambience Mall, Vasant
Kunj is an excellent place for
shopping; nice collection and
lovely surroundings.
– Runu Chowdhry

Great place! I simply love
it. It is a whole new level
of shopping experience.
– Korlin DMC

Ambience Mall,
Vasant Kunj is a great
place to spend your
time with your family.
Everything is well
organised. You can easily
find most of brands here
under one roof.
– Ankur Tiwari

Ambience Mall,
Gurugram is big. I like it
and especially the gaming
zone. It is simply amazing
– Neeraj Negi

Ambience Mall Gurugram
& Vasant Kunj are the best
malls and I love going there
for the many options in food,
shopping and entertainment
that they have.
– Pawan Shaw

Keep sharing such lovely comments, suggestions and pictures! We would love to put it out here in for our readers!
Facebook: Ambience Mall, Gurgaon; @AmbienceMallGurgaon
Facebook: Ambience Mall, Vasant Kunj; @AmbienceMallVK
Twitter: @ambiencemalls | Instagram: ambiencemall
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Ambience Mall

(Gurugram)

Ground f loor
Store name
BMW
DIESEL
PROMOD
HUNKE MOLLER
DUNE
JOHNSON WATCHES
THE COLLECTIVE
ALDO
FOSSIL
STEVE MADDEN
GANT
LOUIS PHILIPPE
VAN HEUSEN
LA SENZA
ARMANI JEANS
JUICY COUTURE
BODY SHOP
NAUTICA
ACCESSORIZE
TOM TAILOR
CHARLES & KEITH
H&M
STARBUCKS
ARMANI EXCHANGE
JACK & JONES
BROOKS BROTHER
GAS
SUPERDRY
DC - DEFY CONVENTION
FOREVER NEW
GEOX
DA MILANO
INNISFREE
COVER STORY
MARK FOREX HUB (Currency Exchange)
ICONIC ADULTS

Store name

Store name

SWAROVSKI

CONVERSE

LA SANTE - ALCHEMIST
ETHOS
UCB MEN
TOMMY HILFIGER
TOMMY HILFIGER - DENIM

SPYKAR JEANS
FLYING MACHINE
BRUNO MANETTI
LEE VANS WRANGLER
TITAN HELIOS

KIEHLS

LATIN QUARTERS

KIKO MILANO

GIPSY WOMEN

CLAIRE’S

MC’D ICE CREAM

SUNGLASS HUT

I WORLD

MAC

OM BOOK SHOP

ESTEE LAUDER

H&M

CLINIQUE

LEVI’S

LUXE BRIDGE
KAPOOR WATCH CO.
C. K. JEANS
LLADRO
LOCCITANE

SCULLERS
GIOVANI
BLACKBERRY
LOUIS PHILIPPE
BATA
STUDIO FIRANG

ROYCE CHOCOLATE

THE RAYMOND SHOP

BOBBI BROWN

WILLS LIFESTYLE

FOREST ESSENTIALS

VAN HEUSEN

HI DESIGN

CREYATE

WOOBA

ROSSO BRUNELLO

GAP

U.S.POLO

MARKS & SPENCER

PUMA

SEPHORA

COLD STONE CREAMERY

ZARA

ICONIC ADULTS

GELATO VINTO ICE CREAM

JOCKEY

SKULLCANDY INTERSECTION
THE ARTFUL BAKER
MC’DONALD ICE CREAM
LEELA PATISSERIE
BAGGAGE COUNTER

First Floor
Store name

PANTALOONS

NAIL SPA

BEING HUMAN

BABY FEEDING ROOM

NIKE KICKS LOUNGE

GLAMOUR JEWELLERS

ONLY / VEROMODA / JACK & JONES

LIBERTY
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NUMERO UNO

MICHAEL KORS

R - TRENDS

NEW U

KASHMIR PARADISE ARTS

KOMPANERO

PEPE JEANS
INDIAN TERRAIN
PARK AVENUE
COLOR PLUS
HAMLEYS
DELSEY
GUTE REISE
PANTALOONS
ASICS
ADIDAS
REEBOK
NIKE
ENVEE OPTICS GOLF TRINITY
CROCS

Store name

Store name

SKECHERS

BABY FEEDING ROOM

CATH KIDSTON

BIBA

HYPNOTIQUE

ZARDOZI

ARROW

W

VENUS STEPS

RITU KUMAR

RED MANGO

MADAME

AND

MAMAGOTO DHABA

OSIM

ANITA DONGRE

AM PM (Opening Soon)

CLARKS

GLOBAL DESI

PIZZA HUT

HUSH PUPPIES

RANGRITI

KFC

AURELIA

SATYAPAUL

NAU

COSTA COFFEE

ANOKHI

CARAT LANE

LYLA

SHAZE

BARISTA

RUOSH

PURE HOME LIVING

LOOM TREE

U.S.P.A. KIDS

CAFÉ DELHI HEIGHTS

COVER STORY

ONE FRIDAY (Opening Soon)

PORTRAIT CARICATURE

RITU KUMAR LABEL

LEVI’S

PANNA SAREES

SONY CENTER

Fourth Floor

AMANTE

SAMSUNG

MASABA (Opening Soon)

BOSE

JOHNNY ROCKET’S (Opening Soon)

VINCENZIO ROBERTINA (Opening Soon)

TITAN EYE PLUS

BARBEQUE NATION (Opening Soon)

ESKE PARIS

PUNJAB OPTICAL HOUSE

BELIRAM

MI HOME

DIAMOND PLUS

SPEEDO

M. A. RAMZANA

EYES 2 EYES

MUFTI

AROMA THAI SPA

GO COLORS

HAIR N SHANTI

BEER CAFÉ

MARKS & SPENCER

LE CREUSET

PVR GOLD CLASS

Second Floor

GEETANJALI SALON

Fifth Floor

Store name
ROBO BULL
LOOKS SALON
MONSOON SALON
H&M
CROMA
UCB KIDS
DISNEY KIDS (Opening Soon)

SAWASDEE TRADITIONAL SPA
MEDIEVAL INDIA

Third Floor
Store name
PVR CINEMAS
FOOD COURT
PUNJAB GRILL

Store name

DUNKIN DONUTS
JAMIES PIZZERIA
THE COFFEE BEAN & TEA LEAF

Store name

ONESTA (Opening Soon)
PUNJABI BY NATURE (Opening Soon)
THE G T ROAD (Opening Soon)
SMAAASH

Store name
HOME TOWN
I-DIG HISTORY
PLAYING AREA

Sixth Floor
Store name

ASIA SEVEN

i-SKATE

ICONIC KIDS

FRESC CO.

AMBIENCE DAY CARE

COLUMBIA SPORTS

PIZZA EXPRESS

RELIANCE DIGITAL

CHILI’S

MEENA BAZAAR

MOMENTS PHOTOGRAPHY

MOTHERCARE

MEENA BAZAAR (Opening Soon)

B-1
Store name

KIDS PLAYING AREA (Buddies Planet)

BIG BAZAAR

GOLA SIZZLERS

COURIER SERVICES

ZAMBAR

CAR WASH

HALDIRAM’S

THE SHOE MEN

X-TRO GAMES

FUNCITY

TAILORING SERVICES

FAB INDIA

MC’DONALDS

M. I. ROOM

MOHAN LAL & SONS (Opening Soon)
NEERU’S
OK PLAY
GADGET ZONE
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Ambience Mall

(Vasant Kunj)

Upper Ground f loor
Store name
SHOPPERS STOP
WESTSIDE

Store name
STARBUCKS
DA MILANO

PANTALOONS

THE BODY SHOP

Lifestyle

TITAN EYE+

H&M

ALL

NAUTICA

BATA

QUICK SILVER

TOMMY DENIM

DUNE

ED-HARDY

CK

SMAASH

JACK & JONES/ VERO MODA

Miniso

DIESEL

Second Floor

KIEHL'S
TOMMY HILFIGER
ONLY

Store name

Store name
CHILI'S
MC DONALD'S
TACO BELL

MONSOON SALOON & SPA

LEMON DROP

AROMA THAI

F-CAFÉ

ROSSO BRUNELLO

DIAMOND TREE

FUNCITY

HIDESIGN

GEM OPTICIANS

PVR Director's Cut

JOHNSON WATCH CO.

ANDAZ

THOMAS PINK

ANOKHI

Food Court

BIOTIQUE

AND

Store name

ROYCE CHOCOLATE

GLOBAL DESI

KFC

BOBBI BROWN

NIKE

Subway

MONEY EXCHANGE

MASPER

Kylin Express

ADIDAS PERFORMANCE

Punjabi By Nature Express

KAYA SKIN CLINIC

Amici

LAXMI OPTICALS

Ala turka

RED MANGO

Burger King

BELIRAMS

GELATO VINTO

SUPERDRY
GANT
SCOTCH & SODA
HAMLEYS
THE COLLECTIVE

House of Samsonite

BANARAAS

BROOK BROTHERS

GEETANJALI

NIRULAS

GAS

RELIANCE DIGITAL

HOUSE OF CANDY

Big Fat Sandwhich

KIDS AROUND

The Crunch Box

BERLEIGH

SPEEDO

PVR Director's Cut

CBTL

INTERSECTION

First Floor

BUDDIES PLANET

US POLO

Third Floor

VANS

Store name

VENUS STEPS

JAMIES ITALIAN

HOLII

HOME CENTER

AYESHA

KYLIN PREMIER

ACCESSORIZE

PIZZA EXPRESS

LEVI'S

PUNJABI BY NATURE

UCB

100% ROCK
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List of Services at

Ambience Mall, Gurugram
WI-FI

Baby feeding room

kids play area

Handicap
Washroom

WheelChair

Golf Cart

free shuttle service

astrologist

pharmacy

information desk

Tailoring

customer seating

ample PARKING

vending machine

Fun Cart
for kids

Complimentary
Parking For army
Personnel

currency converter

First aid

Bag & Shoe
repair

FLORIST

LOST & FOUND

Courier service

Valet Parking

baby stroller

Car wash

luggage counter

Doctor on call

ATM

Ambulance

Driver Lounge

Zbee (Pick N Drop)
Till Micromax

reservEd PARKING
FOR WOMEN

?

P
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Self vending Machines

P

Mobile Charging points

?

Free Home Delivery*

ATM

Hands free service*

Wi-Fi Enabled

Baby Care Room

Valet Service

Customer
Seating Area

Fun Cart services
for kids

information desk

free Wheel Chair

Currency Exchange

kids play area*

Ambulance

First aid

Doctor on call

Privilege Parking
for Woman and
specially abled

Tailoring SERVICE*

Complimentary
Parking For Army
Personnel
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Handicap
Washroom

LOST & FOUND

Head Office

Ambience Private Limited,
L-4, Green Park Extension,
New Delhi

Ambience Mall, Gurugram
Ambience Island
NH- 8, DLF-3, Gurugram

Ambience Mall, Vasant Kunj
Nelson Mandela Marg
Vasant Kunj, New Delhi

